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When we began this project in early 2020, the world was a 
different place. 

We continued because part of the story wasn’t being told. 
Through our clients and friends in the aging services sector, we 
heard stories of everyday heroes who went above and beyond 
to put a smile on a resident’s face or help a family connect 
with their loved ones online. We saw birthday parades, Zoom 
concerts, and a resident dutifully playing taps from his porch 
every evening to signal having made it through yet another day 
of the pandemic. 

There has been a spotlight on older adults this year unlike any 
other. And a commensurate outpouring of philanthropic support 
to help meet the challenges of the day. 

Some of your fundraising programs are well established, 
celebrating successful multi-million dollar campaigns —
becoming inextricably linked to the residents, staff, and mission 
you serve. Many others are just beginning to explore how 
fundraising can enhance life at your communities. No matter 
your inspiration for engaging in the topic of philanthropy, there is 
room for you here. 

An estimated $13 billion is given to aging services organizations 
each year. Those communities with a strong philanthropic 
culture and the infrastructure to support best in class, 
relationship-based fundraising are best positioned to reap the 
benefits. As you will see in this report, the financial returns are 
great. Beyond that, we have highlighted stories that serve as a 

reminder of the true spirit of philanthropy – love of mankind – 
expressed in gifts of time, treasure, and talent. 

In PASS|2021 you will find the most comprehensive set of 
national fundraising benchmarks for our sector to date. The 
findings can help you better understand how your program 
compares and help aging services organizations set new, 
aspirational goals. You’ll also find insights from practitioners who 
bring that data alive in their pursuit of meaning and purpose 
through charitable giving. The mission of this project is to 
advance philanthropy among aging services organizations for 
the benefit of older adults and all who are served by their vital 
missions through data and research.

In collaboration with my esteemed colleagues who gave of their 
time and expertise to serve on the PASS|2021 Editorial Review 
Board, we are pleased to share this report with you. It is our 
hope that this work will inspire you, your donors, your boards, 
volunteer leaders, and executive staff to reach new heights. 

Many sectors of the nonprofit world have been transformed by 
the power of philanthropy — from higher education to arts and 
culture. Now, the moment has arrived for aging services. The 
people we collectively serve deserve nothing less!

Together, We Can Reach New Heights

Cedric A. Richner, III 
Senior Consultant & Principal 
Marts & Lundy
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Introduction to the Data
This new dataset builds on the work of the 2017 LeadingAge Virginia Philanthropy Benchmarking Survey (LAVA) and the Giving 
Institute’s “Giving in the Golden Years.” It comprises the most comprehensive self-reported data set on fundraising results in aging 
services, including 41 multi-site and single-site organizations, operating and headquartered in every region of the U.S., representing 
giving trends encompassing 225 communities in 26 states. All organizations surveyed serve older adults and provide residential 
services, but not all serve independent living residents. Most organizations in the data set are life plan communities. 

Numbers reported are for each organization’s most recently completed fiscal year starting as early as March 2018 and ending as 
recently as April 2020. Organizational operating budgets among respondents ranged from $392,493 to $450 million
(median: $36 million). Reported results are calculated with a sample size of 41 unless otherwise noted.

West:
3 Single-site, 2 Multi-site

Midwest:
2 Single-site, 7 Multi-site

Northeast:
3 Single-site, 9 Multi-site

South:
10 Single-site, 5 Multi-site
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About the Data Set

Single-site
Multi-site

<$1M
>$1M

Departmental
Sole Supporting

68% operate a sole supporting 
foundation model

LeadingAge Virginia 2017 Philanthropy Benchmarking Survey: martsandlundy.com/2017/11/05/benchmarking-study-aging-services/ 
Giving in the Golden Years: store.givingusa.org/products/giving-usa-special-report-giving-and-the-golden-years-digital-edition
Center for Disaster Philanthropy: disasterphilanthropy.org/disaster/2019-ncov-coronavirus/
Giving USA 2020: The Annual Report on Philanthropy for the Year 2019: givingusa.org

Resources

Nearly even representation from single-site (44%) 
and multi-site (56%) organizations 68% of organizations raising more than $1 million
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Key Findings
Foundations Drive Results
Those programs with a sole supporting foundation report above average returns and net more revenue than their departmental model peers. 
Foundations tend to be more ambitious in their fundraising goals, investing more in their program. Those higher costs result in lower ROI but 
higher net revenues overall.  Median revenue among organizations with a sole supporting foundation was $2.4 million compared to $1.7 million 
among those with a departmental model. However, costs were higher among those with a sole supporting foundation. The median costs among 
foundations was just above $600,000 compared to $200,000 for fundraising departments.

Single-sites Outperform Multi-sites on a Per-site Basis 
Multi-site organizations raised more overall than single-site organizations (single-site median revenue: $941,023, multi-site median revenue: 
$2,760,000) but also incurred higher costs (single-site median costs: $263,975; multi-site median costs: $748,480). Gross and net revenue was 
higher at single-sites than multi-sites on a per-site basis. Not all communities within multi-site organizations participate in fundraising activities. 

Balancing Revenue and Expenses

   All    Foundation  Departmental

Median Revenue $1.9M   $2.4M  $1.7M

Median Costs $426,618   $600,000  $200,000

Net Revenue Per Site

  All  Single-site  Multi-site

Minimum $233  ($286,975)  $0

Median $2,420 $637,316  $269,257

Maximum $77,088 $4,165,360  $3,440,000
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Independent Living Residents are Generous
Communities with independent living residents continue to find these residents to be a key donor constituency. In LAVA, the median net revenue 
per independent living unit (NR/ILU) was $1,799. In a review of 150 nonprofit CCRC’s publicly available data in 2019, the median NR/ILU was 
$1,610. This newest dataset indicates the highest median NR/ILU calculated at $2,551. What we are zeroing in on as a sector is a range that can help 
organizations understand where they fall relative to peers. For example, there are differences across organizational types. Single-site organizations 
raise an average of $7,561 (median: $3,599) in NR/ILU. Multi-site organizations raised an average of $6,289 (median: $2,255) in NR/ILU. 

Net Revenue Per Independent Living Unit

  All    Single-site  Multi-site

Minimum $233    $276   $233

Median $2,551   $3,599  $2,225

Maximum $61,015   $61,015  $77,083

“Data helps me know where to go, but the donor 
prospect’s own story drives the conversation.” 

– Les Helmuth, VMRC Foundation
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Investment in Fundraising Grows as Programs Mature
The median cost per dollar raised among respondents was $0.33, while the LAVA study median was $0.21. Still within what is considered a healthy 
range ($0.15-0.35), this increase is worth further study. But we can speculate that these higher rates are reflective of two key factors: Startup 
programs are usually costlier at the outset while a donor base is identified, cultivated, and solicited, and the increasing prevalence of capital 
campaigns may also play a role in the higher median costs.

It is worth noting that this calculation only includes those organizations reporting positive revenue streams. Organizations reporting $0 or negative 
revenue or expense were excluded. However, when all data is factored in – including start up programs, federated programs, volunteer-led 
programs, and programs reporting greater expenses than revenue – the median cost to raise a dollar is $0.24 and median net return on investment 
is $1.64. (Note: The PASS methodology for calculating ROI used the net fundraising revenues (total revenue minus total expenses) divided by total 
fundraising expenses. This is slightly varied from the LAVA report, which used an inverse of cost to raise a dollar to determine ROI.)

Fundraising Efficiency

     Minimum Median Maximum

Cost per dollar raised (n=32) $0.04  $0.33  $5.41

Return on investment (n=30) 0.17  2.29  23.40 
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Raising $1 Million or More Makes a Difference for ROI
Organizations that can break into 7-figure revenue invest more overall but achieve higher returns. Median cost per dollar raised for organizations 
raising less than $1 million was $0.44 compared with $0.22 at organizations raising over $1 million. The average net revenue among organizations 
raising less than $1 million was $189,590. Organizations raising over $1 million reported an average net revenue of just over $3 million. Multi-site 
organizations raising over $1 million tended to have 5 sites or more. Only 4 out of 22 multi-site respondents raised less than $1 million. Among 
single-site respondents, exactly half raised more than $1 million. 

“More and more, our Asbury family is recognizing the 
importance of philanthropy as the 3rd leg of the revenue stool 
for nonprofit aging services, joining resident rates, ancillary 
revenue, and government reimbursement. There’s energy 
where we can marry reality with donors’ passions.” 

– J.D. Shuman, Asbury Foundation

 Return on Investment by Total Revenue

    Minimum Median Maximum

<$1 million in revenue (0.82)  1.27  3.1

>$1 million in revenue 0.46  3.48  24
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Campaigns are Increasingly Common 
77% of organizations reported either a campaign in progress or one completed within the last five years. Only 23% of respondents reported not 
undertaking a campaign. Campaigns in the sector vary widely in size and scope, ranging from $140,000 to $35 million. 

Endowments Grow to Buttress Longevity
LAVA reported that less than 10% of organizations had endowments, with a median of $3,500,000 invested. In 2020, 81% of PASS respondents 
reported endowment holdings. Endowment investment varied widely, with a median of $8,146,000. 

While there is some correlation between larger organizational budgets and commensurately larger endowment balances, many organizations 
bucked the trendline and reported significant funds invested in the organization’s longevity in spite of serving a small number of independent living 
units or having budgets on the lower range of those studied.

Campaigns gain traction in aging services sector

Campaign currently in progress

Completed a campaign within the past 5 years

Have not done a campaign

Reported Campaign Goals, 2015-2020

Minimum $140,000 

Median $3,500,000 

Maximum $35,000,000

Endowment Size

Minimum  Median  Maximum

$0   $8,146,000  $87,382,000
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Individuals Dominate the Donor Base
Analyzing the median reported fundraising totals across the categories graphed below revealed that individuals still comprise the most significant 
group of prospective donors in the aging services sector.

Among these donor sub-groups, residents contribute the greatest share of philanthropic investments by a minimum factor of four. This corroborates 
LAVA findings, since residents are the prospective donors who are typically most invested in the mission and most likely to benefit from the 
organization’s mission. 

Institutional funders such as corporations and foundations continue to be underrepresented in aging services philanthropic revenue streams, as 
most life plan communities typically fall outside the scope of foundation funding priorities and corporate marketing budgets.

Medians were calculated independently for each donor category and therefore do not total 100%

Residents continue to drive results
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Donation Allocations Shift
In a marked contrast to the LAVA data, in 2020 capital needs were among the most-frequently cited fundraising priorities, followed by benevolent 
care, programming, and giving supporting employees (including scholarships, recognition, and emergency funding). Other fundraising priorities 
included funding for the broader communities served by respondents, transitional care/rehabilitation, and co-located child development centers/
other childcare related expenses.

“We are truly inspired by the generosity of donors to our organization. We were 

able to cap off our recent capital campaign due to the generosity of a family 

member whose parent had recently passed away. They wanted us to know how 

much the care their loved one received meant to them. It was very fitting that a 

former family member helped us reach our goal.” 

– Lee Ann Sullivan, Barclay Friends, a Kendal Affiliate

Capital needs outpace benevolent care

35%

31%

28%

27%

24%

22%

13%
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Board Members Set the Tone for Fundraising
100% participation in giving among volunteer leaders is a key indicator of a quality fundraising program. Board giving matters, not only because it is 
sometimes required for grant eligibility, but also because it is a fundamental tool for leading by example. Organizations with 100% participation in 
giving among their volunteer leaders reported higher net revenue than those with less than 100% participation. Among aging services organizations, 
two-thirds of organizations reported 100% participation in giving among their board of trustees. Boards ranged in size from 4 members to 160 
members. Among single-site organizations, board size ranges from 6 to 27. Multi-site organizations with sole supporting foundations reported the 
highest rates of participation in giving among board leadership. 

Foundations (72%) report strong board giving

Multi-site organizations (76%) report strong board giving

<100% Giving100% Giving

All board members give at 67% of aging services organizations

<100% Giving
100% Giving

<100% Giving
100% Giving

Median Net Revenue by Board Participation
100% Participation $1,580,381
<100% Participation $436,000

Foundation

Departmental

Multi-site Single-site
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What role does 
data play in 
driving decisions 
for your 
philanthropy 
program?

“As we move into a capital campaign, data will help us 

explain to our boards and Leadership what to expect from 

our efforts and correspondingly how to be successful.” 

– Nanette Olson, John Knox Village

“Having information and data from other similar organizations can help me 

and our board to benchmark our performance with others, helping us to see 

where improvements can be made.”  

– Joel Ashner, Memphis Jewish Home and Rehab

“Understanding where the industry is, along with capturing your development ROI, is critical 

in establishing clear expectations for your board and operations teams. It shows you where 

to invest your budget to realize the greatest return. If you’re not optimizing data within your 

planning you’re limiting your philanthropic potential.” 

– JD Shuman, Asbury Foundation
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Investing in Fundraising Staff Yields Returns
Residents and donors expect the same level of service from organizations’ fundraising programs as they do in other aspects of senior living 
like dining, maintenance, and medical services. Volunteer-led programs are still prevalent in the sector, but this is changing. As aging services 
organizations observe peers realizing significant returns with appropriate investment in professional fundraising staff, more and more are 
transitioning from volunteer to staff-driven programs. 

Multi-site organizations understandably employ more fundraising staff overall. However, the median for multi-site organizations is 0.55 FTE per site. 
The single-site and overall median staff size per site is 1.0 FTE.

Staff allocate the majority of their time to major and planned giving. This is also the area with the greatest return. But running a flawless operation, 
from gift processing to acknowledgement, is key for opening doors to deeper donor conversations. Events continue to play a heavier role in aging 
services than in other nonprofit sectors. Grants still make up a very small portion of philanthropic contributions, as very few private foundations 
allocate very little, if any, funds to organizations serving older adults. 

Staff time allocated to prioritize relationships

Fundraising Staff and Revenue by Staff Size^
     Minimum Median  Maximum
Fundraising Staff FTE  0  3.6  17.5
Gross Revenue per FTE  $33,499* $556,440  $3,270,059 
Net Revenue per FTE^  $-478,291 $372,383  $3,136,013 

Multi-site Fundraising Revenue by Staff Size^
     Minimum Median  Maximum
Fundraising Staff FTE  0  4  17.5
Gross Revenue per FTE  $0   $598,859  $3,270,059 
Net Revenue per FTE  $0   $405,948  $3,136,013 

Single-site Fundraising Revenue by Staff Size^
     Minimum Median  Maximum
Fundraising Staff FTE  0.6   1.75  6
Gross Revenue per FTE  $33,499  $553,937  $2,590,442 
Net Revenue per FTE  $-478,291 $342,002  $2,194,225 

*Excludes respondents reporting no paid staff; ^Includes staff compensation and all fundraising-related expenses. 

Staff Size Per Site
     Minimum Median  Maximum
All    0  1   6
Single-site   0.6  1   6
Multi-site   0  0.55   4
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Fundraising and COVID-19
After decades of tracking nationwide fundraising results, we have plentiful evidence that philanthropy is both a lagging economic indicator and 
is incredibly resilient – bouncing back after major and minor historical recessions within a year or two. While 2020 has proven to be a year of 
seemingly unending surprises, we anticipate these historic trends will nonetheless hold true. Although COVID has brought financial instability to 
many, there has been a significant donor response. As of the end of September 2020, more than $14.2 billion had been donated to COVID-related 
efforts worldwide, dwarfing philanthropic responses to other disasters.  

“In March, we were suddenly doing things we never had to do before, like providing food 

to people who couldn’t go out and sourcing PPE. It was so fast and traumatic but our staff 

really came together. We went from having very limited PPE to having an adequate supply 

due to the generosity of our donors. That was an impact the staff saw and felt.” 

– Laura Katz Leacu, HebrewSenior Life
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In a participatory webinar in April 2020 – at the height of uncertainty around COVID-19 – Marts & Lundy 
convened over 100 practitioners in aging services philanthropy. A majority (71%) reported continuing to 
respectfully solicit donors, with 72% adapting spring appeals to reflect COVID realities. A summer 2020 
Marts & Lundy survey of healthcare organizations, including life plan communities, revealed that 44% of aging 
services organizations expected increased philanthropic results this fiscal year, outpacing the 36% of healthcare 
organizations overall which expected better fundraising results, with employee support and personal protective 
equipment identified as the most compelling opportunities for contributions.

Donors who are able want to make a difference and help on an unprecedented scale. With transparency about 
the costs and challenges facing the sector, and compelling stories of how staff are coming together to keep 
residents and patients safe – aging services organizations can make a strong case for support for their fair share 
of the billions of philanthropic investment directed toward COVID efforts.



Takeaways

Capital campaigns grow in popularity
77% of aging services organizations report undertaking a campaign within the last 5 years. They are moving from campaign to campaign, 
with a feasibility study, planning phase, silent phase, and public phase – long-time staples of mature fundraising programs. As soon as the 
campaign wraps up, many organizations begin planning for the next one. Especially among multi-site organizations, we see centralized 
fundraising operations systematically moving from campus to campus, supporting strategic priorities and overall master plans. 

1
Capital projects surpass benevolent care as the top priority
Benevolent care will continue to be a cornerstone of philanthropy programs in aging services, but as organizations look to diversify 
financing of major campus improvements, there is a role for donors to play. Deciding on those projects and appropriately engaging 
donors throughout requires strong internal relationships between executive leadership and fundraising staff as well as marketing, 
communications, contractors, and resident services.

2
Investment in professional staff and board leadership pays off
Organizations with 100% participation in giving among their boards raise more money. This is the gold standard among pro-fundraising 
boards. To get there takes dedication and leadership, not only from executive staff but paid professional fundraising staff that is properly 
deployed. With median net revenue per FTE at $372,383, organizations are asking themselves how they can afford not to invest in 
staff. These key catalysts influence the behaviors of others in the organization. Combined with executive leadership that sets the tone, 
professional staff and an engaged fundraising board can set the pace for long-term success.  

3
Residents continue to lead the way
Nationally, individuals make up the vast majority of dollars given to nonprofit organizations. This is especially true in aging services. 
Older adults are especially active in giving annual gifts and solidifying charitable estate plans with multiple worthy causes. Most people 
who give are involved in multiple nonprofits. Many resident donors are also active givers to their alma mater or place of worship, not 
to mention those wanting to leave money to family and loved ones. Vying for their attention is not about flashy promotional materials 
or clever messages, it’s about substance. All good fundraising is relationship-based and building trust takes time. Those organizations 
most invested in relationship-based fundraising activities, in lieu of more transactional approaches, are the best positioned to maximize 
fundraising results.

4
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A Word of Thanks
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J.D. Shuman, President & CEO
Frederick, MD
System Type: Multi-site
Total Fundraising Revenue: $4,929,458

Katelyn Quynn, Chief Development Officer & Vice 
President, Board Relations; and 
Laura Katz Leacu, Director, Institutional Giving
Boston, MA
System Type: Multi-site
Total Fundraising Revenue: $17,354,000

Nanette Olson, Executive Director
Pompano Beach, FL 
System Type: Single-site
Total Fundraising Revenue: $1,134,352

Beverly Grove, Senior Vice President, Philanthropy
Kennett Square, PA 
System Type: Multi-site
Total Fundraising Revenue: $2,616,844

Cedric Richner, Senior Consultant & Principal
Ann Arbor, MI

Joel Y. Ashner, CFRE, Director of Philanthropy
& Community Engagement 
Cordova, TN
System Type: Single-site, Skilled Nursing
Total Fundraising Revenue: $2,370,467

Janene Connelly, Vice President
Roseville, MN
System Type: Multi-site
Total Fundraising Revenue: $1,134,352

David Madson, ACFRE, Chief Fund Development Officer
San Francisco, CA
System Type: Multi-site
Total Fundraising Revenue: $4,323,022

Les Helmuth, CFRE, Executive Director 
Harrisonburg, VA
System Type: Single-site
Total Fundraising Revenue: $1,264,440

Without your leadership and support, PASS|2021 would simply have 
not been possible.

Thank you!



How is 
fundraising in 
aging services 
unique?

“Fundraising in aging services is unique due to the deep relationships 

you can develop with residents and their families as you work in the 

same space they live. The opportunity to hear their stories, passions 

and what they’ve contributed to is so powerful to understand where to 

help them make a difference today.”   

– Les Helmuth, VMRC Foundation

“Our donors are our residents and their gratitude knows no bounds. Because they 

are in their twilight years, they don’t want a long ‘dance.’ You ask them for a gift and 

they answer you right away – most often with a yes! They are decisive and know 

what they want their gifts to accomplish.” 

 – Nannette Olson, John Knox Village

“In aging services, most of our constituents are living on fixed assets rather than accumulating assets. Our strategy 

has been to focus on planned gifts whenever the opportunity exists – these gifts require deeper discussions.”      

– Janene Connelly, Presbyterian Homes Foundation

“Senior Care is finally having ‘a moment.’ COVID-19 has put more of a focus on it, which has been positive for our 

philanthropy. Adult children who feel good about the way their parents have been protected, and the extra money that 

went into keeping them safe, have been showing their appreciation through philanthropy.” 

-Katelyn Quynn, HebrewSenior Life
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Now What?
For the better part of the last two decades, we have been describing fundraising in aging services as being in its infancy. This year, because 
of the work of dedicated colleagues pioneering professional fundraising in the sector and the spotlight we’ve been given – for better or 
worse – as a result of COVID-19, the sector is growing up. Are we toddlers? Teenagers? Or something in between? What we do know, 
is that this data is a game changer for the sector, but it has also raised more questions than answers. Help us shape the insights and 
questions that arise from future research. 

Send your comments or questions to info@martsandlundy.com and help us build on this body of knowledge together. 

What information will be helpful to you?

What are your hopes and dreams for your organization?

What are you doing to maximize philanthropy to achieve your goals?

About Marts & Lundy

Founded in 1926, Marts & Lundy has served as trusted advisors to mission-driven 
organizations for decades. Our comprehensive offerings ensure that no matter the size 
of your organization or the scope of your fundraising needs, we can craft approaches 
and strategies that are best for you today and meet your needs as they evolve. In 
addition to our extensive experience in campaign planning, we work with clients to 
strengthen areas that are fundamental to a culture of transformational philanthropy.

We invite you to learn more about our work at martsandlundy.com


